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Abstract
Physics relies on experimental evidence. However, the discipline's view of reality is essentially
theoretical, for data without interpretation is without meaning. Thus, the verity of theorized reality
remains a matter of consent when we cannot relate to it through our own experience, regarded as
the fundamental source of knowledge. Even with calculations matching data, there is no guarantee
that the mathematical model maps one-to-one onto reality. Moreover, unlike one based on an axiom, an effective theory is amenable to tuning and extending. Such models with parameters lacking
correspondence to physical substance are inapt for falsification, as modern physics' renowned conceptual conundrums and persistent problems might imply. To free ourselves from this convenient
yet confounding instrumentalism, I reexamine from a common-sense perspective some of the
iconic experiments that paved the way to relativity theory and quantum mechanics. In light of the
century-long success of modern physics using fitting yet impenetrable concepts, such as spacetime,
wave-particle duality, and entanglement, my approach in explaining phenomena in tangible terms
may seem obsolete. However, I find the proposed naïve realism hard to refute since calculations
agree with measurements and the axiomatic basis seems solid.
Keywords: Action-at-a-distance, Double-slit experiment, Entanglement, Michelson−Morley experiment,
Vacuum, Wave-particle duality
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1. Introduction
Modern physics, i.e., quantum mechanics and relativity theory, chiefly concerns very low
or high temperatures, very short or long distances, or great velocities. If we cannot liken
phenomena under extreme conditions to our first-hand experience, we cannot ascertain
the tenet empirically. Moreover, unlike a theory based on an axiom, an effective theory,
i.e., a mathematical model of data, cannot be falsified with the data it was made to model.
The truth of modern physics would hardly be an issue had not its interpretations portrayed reality at odds with common sense. How could one particle take two paths simultaneously? How could a measurement of one particle immediately disclose the corresponding property of another one? How could gravity be just sheer geometry since we
sense its presence by our own body?
Even in all its opacity, I am not questioning modern physics itself, only attempts to
interpret mathematical models as something real, for they were never meant to be taken
as something real. As Niels Bohr's aide Aage Petersen summarized his master's view:
"There is no quantum world. There is only an abstract quantum physical description. It is
wrong to think that the task of physics is to find out how nature is. Physics concerns what
we can say about nature..." [1].
Be that as it may, we have a hard time abiding by Bohr, for we are disposed to make
sense of what we see. Clear causation rather than indecipherable description encapsulates
an explanation [2]. The antirealistic stance is, per definition, unnatural if not problematic
in practice. What is the point of regarding theories as mere instruments for trending data?
What is the purpose of using concepts that do not qualify as candidates for verity or falsity? Is not science supposed to reveal truths, the things that could not be different?
Such concerns seem naïve, perhaps even idealistic, implying that nature would be comprehensible in all its intricacies. On the other hand, power laws, nearly log-normal distributions, logarithmic spirals, and even characteristics of chaos found across scales and
scopes [3] suggest the unity of nature [4] in conformity with everyday experiences; hence
comprehensible in its entirety.
Since scrutinies over decades have not cleared conceptual conundrums up, perhaps
even muddled them up, say, by logically extending superposition from particles into parallel universes [5], let us go back and reexamine in the light of experience few iconic
experiments that led to modern physics. While such an exercise may seem outdated, even
contemptuous of the pioneers' legacy, time has put things in perspective. By now, measurements have substantiated thought experiments to precision beyond any doubt. There is
no excuse, no escape, but we confront the repercussions of instrumentalism [6].
Given the in-depth discourse on conceivable loopholes, ambiguities in interpretations,
and experimental uncertainties associated with the legendary experiments that are seen to
validate spacetime, wave-particle duality, and entanglement, the paper at hand may seem
superficial and shallow. However, the real issue is not an incomplete acknowledgment of
prior papers but whether the proposed common-sense perspective makes sense of not just
one but several key experiments that led to modern physics. In the spirit of science, even
a single piece of empirical evidence would be enough to prove the offered tenet wrong,
but none have been found so far. In contrast, no number of affirmative arguments, in addition to those provided below, would exhaust all possibilities and suffice to prove it right.
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2. Spacetime
The four-dimensional manifold, the geometry of relativity, as a model of gravitation
seems consonant with observations, at least when disregarding data that call for dark matter and dark energy. Perhaps these elusive quintessences suggest that the substance of
space should not be discounted despite the evidence against the ether hypothesis. Moreover, as modern physics does associate the vacuum state with some essence, namely, quantum fluctuations, could such a successful model, so to say, an ephemeral and undetectable
relativistic ether [7-9], correspond to an all-embracing physical substance?
2.1 The Michelson−Morley experiment
In brief, Michelson and Morley sought in 1887 to show that the vacuum transmits light
like air sound but did not detect the earth moving relative to such a medium, the ether
[10]. Instead, light traveled just as fast along the two interferometer arms, one parallel and
the other perpendicular to the motion.
While there is no sign of the luminiferous ether to this day, its once posited presence
has not been much of a concern since special relativity (1905). The theory stems from the
very postulate consonant with the observations: the speed of light in the vacuum does not
depend on the speed of either the light source or the observer. So, numbers square with
data. Still, it is somewhat disturbing that we do not know why the speed of light is the
same in any inertial frame.
After Einstein generalized (1915) his theory to accelerating motion, e.g., a falling
body, the curved spacetime concurred with a wealth of data. Still, the ontology of space
and time troubled Einstein [11, 12]. Sheer geometry agrees with measurements but does
not explain gravity or inertia [13]. Moreover, are fleeting quantum fluctuations, transient
particle-antiparticle pairs, virtual particles [14-16] without firm essence truly veritable,
i.e., verifiable account of the vacuum energy density, electromagnetic properties, and
black-body spectrum? Could the observations, against all odds, be understood in testable
and tangible terms?
2.2 The substance of space
Let us open up an empirical perspective to the vacuum by perceiving it as light instead of
the luminiferous ether, the old abandoned light-mediating medium. At first sight, the suggestion may seem strange. How could the vacuum comprise light yet be transparent?
We have learned by experience that light does not glance off a lens coated with a thin
film of quarter wavelength thickness when rays reflect from the lens and film combine in
an out-of-phase manner. However, does the destructive interference force the paired photons themselves to vanish into nothingness or only their electromagnetic fields to cancel
each other out? Is the number of photons truly a non-conserved quantity?
In the words of Maxwell, after he related the speed of light to the permittivity and
permeability of the vacuum, "We can scarcely avoid the conclusion that light consists in
the transverse undulations of the same medium which is the cause of electric and magnetic
phenomena." [17]. Faraday, too, had considered lines of force, i.e., gravitational, electric,
and magnetic fields, themselves to be the substance of space [8].
However trivial it may be, the paired-photon substance makes sense because the speed
of light in the vacuum comprising light could not be other than the speed of light, as
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Maxwell imagined and Michelson and Morley discerned. Also, the passage of light in
light could not differ from the least-time path, the geodesic outlined by general relativity,
as Einstein inferred and Eddington determined.
Importantly, the proposed paired-ray plenum (Fig. 1) conforms to the vacuum's characteristic spectrum, the black-body radiation [18, 19]. As S. N. Bose reasoned, after deriving Planck's law of radiation, a large number of photons ni, over all photons n, distributes on energy levels, Ei, relative to the average energy, kBT, as
ni
n

=

2
eEi⁄kB T

−1

,

(1)

where the factor 2 counts for the two allowed polarizations [20]. As part of a pairedphoton ray, a photon can oscillate either in-phase or out-of-phase with its neighboring
photons (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. When out of phase, light rays of paired photons (blue and red) cannot be seen as light
because they cancel each other's electromagnetic effects. Nevertheless, their density remains present and perceptible as gravity and inertia. In contrast, odd photons (blue or red), distributed among
the paired rays, embody readily detectable electromagnetism.

The phase-space element of the paired-photon vacuum holds the content h3, as Bose
wrote to Einstein [21] after considering Planck's constant h = Et as the measure of a photon
having energy E and period t its complementary attributes. In line with Planck's law, the
pairs open up with increasing temperature, and conversely, the photons pair up with decreasing temperature. From this perspective, the paired-photon rays form an all-embracing lattice akin to the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) vacuum. In this light, Maxwell's
hydrodynamic derivation of his famous equations makes perfect sense; the Lorenz gauge
is not just a gimmick to deal with mathematical redundancy in the field variables [22] but
a continuity condition that equates flows of the vacuum with its density changes [23].
The quantized vacuum is understood to underlie the Casimir effect [24, 25] and the
dynamic Casimir effect, where real photons are thought to materialize from virtual photons [26]. However, could not the photons, as they appear two by two at a time, emerge
out of the paired-photon vacuum? Likewise, the photons are thought to materialize in
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response to an imposed electric field. Again, however, could not the external field force
the photons out from the pairs to produce the vacuum polarization?
It is worth recalling that the current comprehension, however successful, is not exactly
free from complications. For example, unobservable vacuum fluctuations, the postulated
transient particle and antiparticle pairs, yielding permittivity and permeability consistent
with measurements, are troubled with unrealistic energy [27, 28].
The proposed paired-photon vacuum may seem speculative, for, at first sight, unfamiliar seems speculative just as relativity theory and quantum mechanics one time did. But
the aim is not confrontation rather concurrence. From the proposed perspective, both
spacetime, as a mathematical manifold without explicit essence, and the quantum vacuum,
as a pool of virtual particles, are excellent models of the physical vacuum comprising
photons in pairs.
The main thing is whether there is any empirical evidence that falsifies the pairedphoton conjecture. For example, if photons were to appear out of nothingness or to disappear into nothing or if a photon were to break apart, then the atomistic axiom underlying
the paired-photon vacuum would be false. Moreover, since physicists demand verifiable
predictions to vindicate claims, let us inspect the substance of space in the cosmological
context.
2.3 The substance of gravity
After expanding for t = 13.8 billion years, the void's energy density  ≈ 0.6∙10-9 J/m3,
gauged by the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe [29], holds only about 0.1‰ radiation [30]. So, could the paired-photon substance make the most?
Feynman offered that the void embodies the gravitational potential of all mass M, as it
is hardly a coincidence that the void's energy density  is almost, if not exactly, equal to
the mass density [31] M = 1/4Gt2 = /c2 ≈ 7∙10-27 kg/m3. Integrating the density over the
age of the universe t to GMM/R = Mc2 gives an estimate for the total number quanta n =
10121 from the total action nh = Et = c5t2/G of the universe, expanding at the speed of light
c = R/t. This inference resonates with Gilbert N. Lewis' suggestion that everything comprises quanta of light; hence the light quantum deserves the atomistic name, the photon
[32, 33]. Newton himself had reasoned likewise when querying, "Are not gross bodies
and light convertible into one another?" [34]
Logically, the void's total energy equals the energy bound in all matter as it sums up
all gravitational potentials of which each tallies the mass of a body. Then it is clear that
the universal balance is a persistent property, not a contemporary cosmic coincidence. It
implies that the void emerges from matter rather than out of nothingness. When reasoning
that matter fuels the expansion, the density of matter could not be but critical and the
universe's geometry could not be but flat [29]. In other words, nuclear reactions in stars,
akin to annihilation, transform quanta of elementary particles into visible photons and
flows of paired quanta of light. Indeed, by all accounts, the universe is consuming matter
on its way to heat death, the state of ever diluting photon gas, comprising light quanta also
in pairs. In this way, the cosmic expansion is understood as a physical transformation [35],
not only modeled through the cosmic scale factor.
The proposed physical vacuum is not a new idea. Already Riemann and Yarkovsky
had reasoned that gravitation is a manifestation of the void in motion toward universal
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and local balance[36, 37]. Bodies couple by their mass to the flows of space rather than
the bodies themselves having a propensity to attract each other or repel. For instance, as
stated by Hubble's law, distant galaxies can be understood to recede due to influxes of
space, i.e., paired quanta, originating from numerous transformations in the vast universe.
Conversely, nearby galaxies can be understood to approach due to effluxes of quanta
emerging from relatively few transformations in the Local Group. According to astronomical observations, the influxes and effluxes balance at about four million light years, Ro
[38-40]. Out there, the efflux going through the zero-velocity surface at Ro from the processes consuming the mass, Mo, within the local galaxy group equals the influx coming
from the processes exhausting the total mass, M, within the radius of the universe, R =
GM/c2.
A paired photon (Fig. 1), as a massless spin-2 particle, is indistinguishable from the
carrier of gravitation, the theorized graviton embodying the densities and fluxes of energy
and momentum [41]. This substance of gravity is isotropic but not homogenous because
it extends from the dense distant past to the sparse present. Thus, in local balance with
matter throughout the universe, the paired-photon density displays a gradient that gives
rise to a tiny acceleration a = GM/R2 = c/t, ca. 10-10 m/s2, across all of space. Consistently,
it has been inferred that the universal density gradient due to all ordinary matter manifests
itself in the rotation and velocity dispersion of galaxies in a law-like manner [42, 43].
From this ontological outlook, both modified gravity [44] and dark matter [45] are excellent models but not explanations of the feeble universal gravitation arising from the expansion from the dense past to the sparse present.
The uniformity at the largest scale, i.e., the evenness of cosmic background radiation
and the isotropic distribution of distant galaxies, is customarily ascribed to cosmic inflation. However, it can be understood to follow from the least-time quest for balance. This
is to say, to flatten out differences causation across the horizon is not necessary; a common
cause is. Namely, Newton's 2nd law states: the larger the force, i.e., the difference in energy, the faster it decreases. Thus, for example, the most massive stars, including supermassive black holes, consume matter fastest. Conversely, the smallest stars, red dwarfs,
glitter eons. By the same token, there will be only minute energy differences over time,
irrespective of how immense the early variations in density were, as observed [46]. Thus,
in harmony with the Copernican principle, the nearby universe is the sparsest spot as it is
the oldest locus seen from our perspective.
Newton refuted action at a distance, so did Einstein, however, without substantiating
the argument. Now the puzzle comes to nothing. The paired-photon vacuum is all around
hence reacts as if instantaneously to any perturbation. While inertia is felt immediately, it
still takes time for the vacuum to regain balance after a change as perturbations spread all
over at the speed of light. Such variations in the density of the void, i.e., gravitational
waves [47], manifest themselves as fluctuations in the vacuum's refractive index n2 =
GM/c2R = 1, as Einstein thought early on [48]. A Lorentzian ripple in spacetime, as if
shortening and stretching arms of a gauging interferometer [49], is an apt but not accurate
model of the variation in optical length, the tangible density wave.
The paired-photon vacuum as the relativistic ether [50] expresses Mach's very idea:
mass out there is the cause of inertia here. So then, centrifugal force is not a fictitious
force [51] to be explained away by a coordinate transformation but a real effect imposed
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by the vacuum in balance with distant stars. Indeed, the most distant matter contributes
most to the vacuum energy, i.e., the universal gravity, because the number of galaxies
increases with distance as r2 whereas the gravitational potential decreases as 1/r. The overall effect increases with r [13]. In other words, not a single body bears a chance to be at
odds with the vacuum in balance with all bodies. For example, while it is true that a spinning top straightens up after being poked because angular momentum is conserved, the
profound reason for the conservation is that the top is immersed in the plenum of pairedphoton rays that assume their least-time paths anew. For the same reason, a spiral galaxy
and its satellites realign in a common plane after perturbation [52].
While we can, for example, infer from blueshifts and redshifts that the earth is moving
along with the Milky Way relative to the rest, we should also explain in substance why
the cosmic microwave background appears slightly warmer in the direction of movement
than in the opposite direction [53]. Likewise, while the cosmic expansion can be modeled
using the time-dependent scale factor a(t), via the definition of the Hubble parameter H(t)
≡ at(t)/a(t), the embodiment of time ought to be clarified too.
From the physical viewpoint, the universe ages through expansion H(t) = 1/t, as the
photon periods lengthen, i.e., frequencies shift to red [23, 35, 54], for energy and time do
not exist as such without substance. Thus the logical conclusion is that the flow of light
quanta embodies the flow of time as the photons carry energy on their periods (of time).
I wish to stress that the proposed physical vacuum is a testable thesis. For example, a
ray of light bends in the paired-photon embodied gravitational field consistently with
gravitational time-delay measurements, however, about five times more than the lensing
given by general relativity [55]. So from this viewpoint, there is no need for dark matter.
The discrepancy between the precise gravitational time-delay measurements and the famous lensing observation stems from Eddington ignoring the parallax between the rays
from a distant star observed during the eclipse and measured from the night sky [55].
Moreover, the aforementioned shallow density gradient from the sparse present to the
dense distant past explains the galaxy rotation curve and velocity dispersion without dark
matter [43]. Also, perihelion, geodetic, and frame‐dragging precessions calculated by the
principle of least action agree with data [35, 56]. Furthermore, according to the least-time
principle, angular diameter distance is a monotonic function, i.e., the object appears the
smaller, the further away it is [35]. In contrast, in the standard cosmology, the expansion
lenses the object counterintuitively ever larger beyond the redshift z = 1.25.
Finally, there is no need for dark energy. When calculated by the least-time principle,
the intensity and redshift of a ray of light from a distant supernova through the universe
expanding at the decelerating rate H = 1/t agrees with data [55]. The conclusion does not
rest on the tired light hypothesis [57] but follows from acknowledging both the recessional
and gravitational redshifts due to the diluting density of the expanding universe.
In summary, the paired-photon vacuum offers a falsifiable empirical premise to fathom
both experiments and observations reproduced by modern physics.

3. The wave-particle duality
According to quantum mechanics, particles display also wave characteristics and waves
also particle properties depending on the circumstances. Yet, despite reproducing data,
the wave-particle duality contrasting everyday experience remains profoundly
7

incomprehensible. So, could the duality, however instituted and ingrained, be partitioned
into particles and the paired-photon vacuum surrounding the particles?
3.1 The double-slit experiment
In 1927, Clinton Davisson and Lester Germer observed that electrons scatter from a crystal the way waves reflect from a grating. The diffraction pattern was seen to prove Louis
de Broglie's hypothesis that particles are like waves.
No question, fringes on the detector screen are reproduced through calculation assuming matter waves of length  = h/p and momentum p stream from slits and interfere with
each other. However, does the mere resemblance of a calculated with an observed pattern
qualify as an explanation? Is the particle truly a wave, or is the vacuum that undulates
around the particle?
The wave-particle duality is not only a strange concept [58] but, strangely enough,
even when only one photon passes through the slits at a time, the calculation presumes
that the slits are flooded with light. Feynman was concerned about this clash between
theory and reality: "Of course, actually there are no sources at the holes. In fact, that is the
only place that there are certainly no sources. But, nevertheless, we get the correct diffraction pattern by considering the holes to be the only places where there are sources."
[59] Does the counterintuitive instrumentalism work because the vacuum bristles with
light, i.e., photons in pairs?
3.2 The wavy vacuum
An empirical perspective on the interference phenomena opens up when we take into account the all-pervading physical vacuum. For example, a moving particle generates vacuum waves, which, when acting back on the particle, cause interference (Fig. 2). Similarly, the waves of a boat, when reflected back, rock the boat. And analogously, the waves
of a bouncing oil droplet, when reflected back, interfere with the droplet [60, 61].

Fig. 2. A moving particle (dot) produces waves of the vacuum that go through the two slits and
strike back the particle and hence cause an interference phenomenon.

We are familiar with wave phenomena and fathom, for example, that the mere act of
observing which way the particle is going [62], by blocking waves or giving rise to ripples,
disturbs or even washes out the interference pattern. Further, we know that obstacles such
as poles placed at nodes do not perturb the wave pattern, as the Afshar experiment
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demonstrated [63-65]. At the points of destructive interference, where the electromagnetic
field vanishes [66], there are no single photons apart from thermal ones, but there could
be paired photons. Such a zero of an optical field is familiar, for example, from singular
optics. The existence of a pattern with zeros, for example, emerging from a single slit,
could be probed by a tiny obstacle and inferred from the splittings it introduces.
Given the proposed paired-photon vacuum, the wavefunction can be understood as a
theoretical concept that accounts for the vacuum undulating around the particle rather than
the particle itself. Accordingly, like waves in a denser medium, the waves of a denser
vacuum, e.g., under an intrinsic or applied electromagnetic potential, are shorter. Therefore a phase difference develops over a path compared to the ground-state vacuum, as the
Aharonov−Bohm experiment exposed [67-69].
The concept of wave-particle duality [70] can thus be understood so that the field is
the dual of the particle. Theoretically speaking, the vacuum without particles rests at the
ground state, whereas it exists at an excited state when strained by particles. For example,
due to its charge, magnetic moment, and mass, an electron is surrounded by characteristic
electric, magnetic, and gravitational fields. In geometric terms, the rays of the photonembodied vacuum diverge, curl, and compact around the electron in line with Maxwell's
hydrodynamic view of the vacuum.
In hindsight, the perplexing duality, amalgamating a wave and a particle, was needed
since we do not directly experience an elementary particle or a bigger body but through
the vacuum. For example, to see the electron itself, we would have to extract at least one
quantum, a neutrino, out of it rather than out of its field, but that act would break the
electron apart and turn it into a W- boson [71]. In concord with Heisenberg's uncertainty
principle, no measurement can be more precise than one quantum because the object
changes upon observation at least by that amount.
3.3 Wheeler's delayed-choice experiment
In 1978, John A. Wheeler conceived a thought experiment where a photon, having gone
through a beam splitter, is thought to "have decided" to behave either as a particle or wave,
but while still on its way, it is made to reverse its "decision" by placing another beam
splitter in front of the detector or removing it from there (Fig. 3) [72, 73]. The delayedchoice outcome has been verified experimentally [74]. However, in line with prior inference, the experiment does not undermine a realistic view of the quantum state [75].
From the empirical perspective, the experiment involves the photon and the waves it
generates in the surrounding paired-photon vacuum. Theoretically speaking, these waves
embody photon self-energy [16]. The photon-associated waves, customarily modeled
with the wave function [76], obey wave mechanics, say, the Fresnel−Arago laws. In the
absence of the second beam splitter, the waves cross perpendicularly and do not interfere;
in the presence of it, they end up running in parallel and do interfere. Hence, the photon
does not "decide" anything. Instead, the experimenter chooses by introducing the second
beam splitter to detect the interference. This common-sense conclusion that the second
beam splitter has no delayed effect on the photon but merely influences its subsequent
evolution has been substantiated earlier [77].
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Fig. 3. (Left) A photon either goes through (blue) a beam-splitter or gets reflected (red). Then it
goes on and gets reflected straight to one port of the detector or to the other. Thus, Wheeler argued
the photon decided to behave as a particle. (Right) When another beam splitter is put in front of
the detector, a destructive interference pattern develops on one port and a constructive on the other.
Thus, Wheeler maintained that the photon had reversed its decision and behaved as a wave. However, it is not only the photon that propagates from one mirror to another but also the waves of the
vacuum to which the photon propagation gives rise.

The delayed-choice experiment highlights the difficulty of thinking that the light quantum would be, on the one hand, a localized particle and, on the other, an extended wave
[78, 79]. The concern does not expire by redefining photons and particles as extraordinary
entities, say quantons, uniting the dual aspects [80]. By contrast, it makes sense that a
photon, just as a particle, perturbs the surrounding paired-photon vacuum yet is distinct
from it. The perturbation is known as the field.
Also, the two-photon correlation evinced by Hong, Ou, and Mandel [81] is easy to
absorb when acknowledging the photon-accompanied vacuum waves. Moreover, the
wavy vacuum is almost at the fingertips when gripping a glass of water firmly, as the
fingerprints become visible through an evanescent wave despite the total internal reflection. The evanescent wave is not only a mathematical necessity of continuity at an interface but a physical phenomenon because the vacuum is at an excited state next to a surface. The vacuum's excitations, local anomalies, are also known as quasiparticles, such as
holes in semiconductors, and collective excitations, such as phonons and plasmons, in
solids and fluids.
After all, the key experiments that paved the way to modern physics can be understood
when considering the all-embracing paired-photon vacuum.

4. Entanglement
According to quantum mechanics for correlated particles, the measurement of one particle
reveals the corresponding property of the other instantaneously. Thus, while mathematically impeccable, entanglement is inexplicable. However, the observations can be understood by reexamining what is actually measured.
4.1 Aspect's experiment
Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen considered an experiment where the inspection of one particle in a pair is thought to expose at once the corresponding property of the other [82]. If
this were truly the case, they argued, the property must have a definite value before either
10

one of the two is measured to challenge Bohr and Heisenberg, maintaining that the property does not have a value until measured.
While Carl Kocher carried out the actual experiment in 1967 [83] and Stuart Freedman
and John Clauser in 1972 [84], Alain Aspect and his colleagues [85] are often recognized
for providing an unambiguous demonstration of the quantum entanglement in 1982 that
refutes Einstein's stance. Namely, for a pair of photons originating from radioactive decay,
determining the phase of one photon revealed that of the other without delay. Even so, it
has been shown that the correlation does not entail any form of non-locality when viewed
from a relational perspective of quantum mechanics [86]. More importantly and contrary
to common beliefs, the measured correlation matches the outcome of classical physics
[87, 88]. Here I arrive at the selfsame conclusion.
As the photons set off having the opposite phases to balance momentum, the observed
correlation, as such, does not ascertain entanglement or action at a distance because the
phases, while correlated, remain undefined relative to the detector phases until detected.
It is the cosine correlation between the two photons that physicists take as the proof of the
incomprehensible entanglement, as they expect a linear correlation. For example, the correlation is 0.71 when the phase between the two detectors is 45 °, whereas physicists tend
to think that it should be 0.50 by classical physics because photons with random phases
are as likely (50% / 50%) to register in one as in the other of the detectors' two counters.
However, this expectation is unwarranted.
4.2 The phase concept
An empirical aspect opens up to the correlation by perceiving a photon entering one or
the other polarization-sensitive channel of a detector in the same way as you would go
through one or the other door opening on either side of a corner (Fig. 4). For example,
when viewed from the 45 ° angle, about 71%, not 50%, of each is visible, whereas when
viewed straight ahead, one opening is fully visible (100%) and the other not at all (0%).
Thus, when a beam splitter, such as a polarizer cube, is pivoted relative to the other, the
phase-sensitive area open for the photon varies in a sinusoidal manner. So, the correlation
of the photons follows the cosine instead of the commonly but erroneously assumed linear
function.

Fig. 4. When the phase-sensitive areas of a two-channel detector are at the angle of 45 ° relative to
the photon phase, the photon wavelet enters one or the other channel with the probability of 71%
compared to the situation when one channel is fully visible (100%) and the other not at all (0%).
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The two-photon correlation E = (Nxx – Nxy – Nyx + Nyy)/(Nxx + Nxy + Nyx + Nyy) is recorded
from a large number of coincident photons N having random phases that entered either
the x-channel or the y-channel of the A detector and those of the B detector (Fig. 5). For
example, Nxy signifies the number of photons recorded pairwise on the A detector's xchannel and the B detector's y-channel.

Fig. 5. Correlation is established in measurement in which two photons out-of-phase (black arrows)
are captured by two-channel detectors (A and B). The detector channels are perpendicular (Ax ⊥
Ay and Bx ⊥ By) and the corresponding channels of the two detectors (A x & Bx and By & Ay) are at
an angle  relative to each other. The probability of one photon with phase  entering the A detector
channel Ax is cos and on the channel Ay sin. The probability of the other photon with phase  +
 entering the B-detector channel Bx is cos( +  – ) and on the channel By sin( +  – ).

For a large number of coincident photons, the angle  between the photon phase and
the receiver phase varies randomly; thus, the correlation, E, can be calculated from the
integral over all angles
2

1
E = ∫ [cos cos( +  – ) – cos sin( +  – )
2𝜋
0

– sin cos( +  – ) + sin sin( +  – )]d

(2)

2

=

–1
∫ [cos + sin( – 2 )]d = – cos
2𝜋
0

where  is the angle between the corresponding channels of the two detectors. In case the
photons emerge with orthogonal polarization as from spontaneous parametric down-conversion, the result is shifted by /2. Conversely, were the two photons without phases
relative to each other until measurement, a rotator turning polarization by an angle 
would not shift the correlation as cos( – ).
As the calculation shows not only quantum but also classical covariance is the inner
product a ∙ b = |a||b|cos of the two polarizer axes, say, a for one detector setting (Alice)
and b for the other (Bob). Since the classical calculation matches the data, spooky action
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at a distance and entanglement seem speculative [87], as does entanglement between photons that never coexisted [89].
The same conclusion was inferred recently by recognizing that Bell's inequality assumes erroneously for the classical probability that the experiment would be frame-independent [90-92]. In reality, phase is a frame-dependent property. So, Bell's theorem was
refuted; the correlation does not stem from a non-local influence but particles sharing a
parameter, not a hidden one but a relative one, i.e., having opposite phases [93]. Also,
macroscopic entanglement of two oscillators [94, 95] can be understood as a correlation
rather than implying non-locality or superluminal causation. Similarly, two clocks running at the same rate but set off by 12 hours are correlated but not causally connected;
checking the time of one reveals at once the time of the other.
As a polaroid plate is pivoted, the projection of the photon phase, i.e., cos, governs
the photon's passage through the phase-sensitive entrance, while the photon's energy, i.e.,
intensity proportional to cos2, triggers its registration at the counter. In other words, one
should not mistake the correlation coefficient, r = cos, denoting covariance in counts
between the two detectors, for the expectation value, i.e., coefficient of determination, r2,
defining variance in counts of one detector that is predictable from counts of the other.
When the photon polarization is detected instead of the photon phase , i.e.,  is not
distinguished from  ± , the correlation varies at a double rate and with half amplitude,
i.e., ¼(cos2 +1) = ½cos2, a form familiar from Malus' law.
All in all, Aspect's experiment does not prove entanglement, let alone action at a distance. The classical outcome could not but violate Bell's inequality. In hindsight, the persistent obscurity is rather peculiar as phase-sensitive or quadrature detection, i.e., cos +
isin, has been a routine matter in correlation spectroscopy for a long time [96].
The long-lasting miscomprehension about the two-photon correlation, leading to the
erroneous expectation of a linear correlation and invented interpretation of non-locality,
might also stem from perceiving the sum of probabilities as a normalized constant (100%).
Surely, each detector registers photons with 100% probability irrespective of their phases,
i.e., cos2 + sin2 = 1. However, the photon's probability of going through the polarizer
one way or the other depends on the phase, i.e., vector, not a scalar. Likewise, while we
have learned to hold heads and tails equally probable, the experience of tossing a weighted
coin reveals right away that probability is a physical measure.
4.3 Causality
The mantra that correlation does not imply causation applies to Aspect's experiment. In
contrast, a force whatsoever is a cause of a change in motion, and a change whatsoever in
motion is a consequence of a force, as Newton declared in the preface of Principia. For
example, a photon is a force carrier, having energy on its period. Ontologically, a flow of
energy entails a flow of time because photons carry both energy and time [97]. Paraphrasing Leibniz, if we cannot tell the difference between time and a photon period, we must
hold them the same. Time comprises periods as a trek comprises legs [23].
Even though the equation for the flows of quanta can be written down, it cannot be
solved in general, only in a stationary state because the flows draw from driving forces,
which in turn affect the flows, and so on [18]. When everything depends on everything,
the motion is neither deterministic nor indeterministic (random) but non-deterministic.
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Mathematically speaking, the boundary conditions, such as limits of integration, keep
changing along with the changing system because the quanta that depart from the system
arrive at the surroundings and vice versa. Thus, evolution is intractable, non-holonomic,
path-dependent, but not all arbitrary. The future is genuinely open as much as there is free
energy to drive changes of state. Only at the perfect balance trajectories are fully computable.
On the one hand, this holistic tenet about causality, compatible with our experience,
contrasts eternalism, theoretically speaking, the block universe where space and time are
on equal footing [98]. On the other hand, the realistic stance also differs from presentism
since the present results from the forces present in the past. Unmistakably, history is on
display everywhere.
In contrast to the evolving reality, quantum mechanics is geared up to model stationary
systems where quanta, h, circulate closed trajectories, as the formal solution Ψ(t) = exp(iEt/ħ)Ψ(0) to the Schrödinger equation iħ∂tΨ = ĤΨ states. When nothing happens, symmetry holds and unitary operators, Ĥ, suffice. Energy in a stationary system is conserved,
i.e., the Hamiltonian of quantum mechanics is invariant. Thus, the acausal formalism cannot handle the breaking of symmetry, a spiraling trajectory, loss or gain of energy, E, and
the concomitant change in time, t, which are associated with any event, say, measurement—hence the measurement problem.

5. Discussion
The presented common-sense comprehension of the renowned experiments of modern
physics is posited on the revised photon concept. Instead of being merely the quantum of
the electromagnetic field, the photon is seen as the fundamental building block of everything [32]. The axiom renders the proposal falsifiable. It takes only to show that the photon
is non-conserved, i.e., decays or disappears into nothingness or emerges out of it. This
stance contrasts the virtual photon or fleeting quantum fluctuation, instrumental concepts
that are, per definition, not detectable, hence untestable. Juxtaposing instrumentalism with
realism stresses the purpose of science, whether it is to model out a trend from the data or
provide a viewpoint, a theory, that makes sense of the data.
While experiments cannot lie, their interpretation is a matter of inference. Empiricism
is not free of some reasoning, rationalism. That is not a problem, but instrumentalism
accompanied with dogmatism would be. Since physics is regarded as an empirical discipline on which other areas of knowledge are grounded, the foundations had better hold.
Truths ought to be recognized as those things that could not be different.
Customarily, modern physics is employed to model microscopic and cosmic phenomena, but reality seems a seamless unity. Scale-free patterns, most notably power laws, are
found everywhere [3, 99]. They have been understood to follow from the least-time consumption of free energy [4], also known as the principle of least action in its original open
form [100, 101] derived from the atomistic axiom using statistical physics of open quantized systems [18]. In this light, arguments drawing from experience, however straightforward, are seen as valid and concepts traceable back to the axiom, however ordinary, as
consistent.
When an outcome went against expectations, such as that of the Michelson−Morley
experiment, physicists were not truly free from the then doctrine by adopting the opposite
14

stance. Likewise, the model of cosmology was revised for the accelerated expansion rather than reconsidered when Type 1a supernovae data did not fit the anticipated decelerating expansion—acknowledging falsification failed [55, 102, 103].
Even in the face of a seemingly small setback, the substantial success of a prevailing
thought style[104] is no guarantee of its validity and verity. We cannot even judge how
good our best theories are [105-107], for the whole data could be understood even more
accurately by another tenet [108, 109]. It seems that we do not recognize the gravity of
discrepancies because an effective theory, unlike one based on an axiom, hardly offers
opportunities for falsification but plenty for tinkering. Thus, the issues with modern physics are not whether its calculations match data but whether it was founded on premises
that could be judged right or wrong. As Kuhn pointed out, quantitative analysis is sought
in science, but paradoxically the goal of science is not achieved by measuring [110].
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